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8ِC7ِ DEِ-Eُ5 ۖ َوَ.AْBَ رَاَود<=8ُ َ;/ :-+8ِ9ِْ 6َ7ْ"5َْ*4ََ, ۖ َوَ.1ِ/ .-ْ, $َ+َْ*ْ) ُْF يHِ-.ا -/Iُِ.َٰHَ7 Kْ.َ6Lَ 

/َ$MِNِ6-4.ا /َOP 6ً:#IَُC.ََو َ-RSَ9ُْC.َ ُُهMPُ6 آPَ
She said, "That is the one about whom you blamed me. And I certainly 
sought to seduce him, but he firmly refused; and if he will not do what I 
order him, he will surely be imprisoned and will be of those debased."

12:32
The main theme of this surah is the various plots in the life of Yusuf !"#$ 
 Everyone around him plotted against him. His story is an inspiration .ا)'&م
for those who go through oppression in life. Yusuf was never discouraged 
by these plots, because he was with Allah. If Allah is with you, no one can 
harm you. 
All the plots of the brothers, the wife of the Aziz, the women of the city, 
(which we will find out now), are dispraised, because they are due to 
sicknesses of their hearts. 
The scene remains at the banquet, with the ladies sitting at the table, 
chatting and eating the feast. The wife of the Aziz made sure everyone was 
invited, attended, sat at the table, relaxed, and had a knife each. This was 
another of her elaborate plots. She wanted them to realize their own 
reactions when Yusuf appears before them. 
She had another sinister motive; she wanted Yusuf to be afraid of this 
scenario, with all the women looking at him avariciously, with knives in their 
hands. She wanted to intimidate him into falling into sin.



She did not have any modesty, cared more about her position, so wanted 
to clarify her actions to everyone, prove that her behaviour was justified. 
The ladies could not now malign her, because their reaction was even more 
intense. 
The Messenger of Allah *#+ ا- $#"! و .#/ said: 

.إِن6DO7ِ D أَْدرََك ا)6D9ُس Hَ Iْ7َِ&مِ ا)DEُFG9ِة اBُوَ). إِذَا َ)ْ* <َْ'=َِ>; :6َْ/8َ9ْ 67َ 1َْ35ِ "
/>"W ا)6VFري # ٦١٢٠

One of the sayings of the early Prophets which the people have got is: If 
you don't feel ashamed (from Haya': pious shyness from committing 
religious indiscretions) do whatever you like.
She did not have to tell them the reaction of Yusuf to her seduction, but she 
was so insulted by his rejection, that it drove her to behave shamelessly, 
and lose her mind. He was her slave, belonged to her; she took care of him 
when he was young, and now he rejected her!  It drove her over the brink.


,َ4َ*َْ5"ْ6َ7
but he firmly refused

straight away : ف
*YZ=+ا : he refused
When a verb starts with ا س ت, it indicated seeking something
Verb : *َYَ$َ : to seek refuge or protection, to guard

She tried to seduce him, he straight away rejected her, by seeking refuge 
with Allah, saying { -6ذ اZ7 }. Yusuf was a normal man, with normal 
desires. But he did not want to fall into sin. 
This shows that sometimes a sin actually comes to you. This was a big test 
for him, but Allah protected him. 
When children are young, usually mothers remove all breakable ornaments 
from view. Instead of this, they must be trained to do \]9(6د ا^_, struggle 



with themselves, that they cannot touch these fragile things. this is training 
for their later life.There are haram things in this world which they will 
encounter and must abstain from. To get to Paradise, you must do 6د^_ 
.and become a strong believer ,ا)9[\

Our journey towards Allah concerns our hearts. 6مY=$`ا or seeking the 
protection of Allah is one of the actions of the heart which will bring you 
closer to Him. This negated self-confidence. Don't depend on yourself, you 
need Allah to protect you from sins. Have confidence in Allah, not yourself. 
When you are in a trial, don't rely on yourself to not fall into sin; rely on 
Allah. 
aOZ(ة + اb"cZ(6م = اY=$`ا  
is the creed and action ا`$=6Yم

When faced with a trial, don't sit and think, run away! 
The wife of the Aziz now threatened Yusuf. 


َوَ.6Pَ (ْ*َْ+َ$ ,ْ-. /1ِ آMPُُهُ ۖ 
and if he will not do what I order him

In this setting of numerous knives, blood flowing, avaricious looks from the  
women, she wanted to frighten Yusuf. So she commanded him indirectly,  
addressing the women. 
 and : و
I3( : if 
*( : not
aZ]d : he does 
67 : whatever
I command him : آf7هُ




Imagine the stress Yusuf went through in this embarrassing and dangerous 
situation. She wanted him to sin with her. 

َ-RSَ9ُْC.َ
he will surely be imprisoned

There are two affirmations or b"HE> in this sentence :
 `م
 Eiن bh7دة
kّl'"( : he will surely be imprisoned
Verb : Iَlَ+َ : to imprison


 /$MِNِ6-4.ا /َOP 6ً:#IَُC.ََو
and will be of those debased

 and : و
6iEmd : he will become
I7 : from among 
Idfِnِ6DY(ا : the belittled ones
Verb: fَoَ/َ : to lessen

When people abstain from sinning, people mock them. She also wanted to 
demean and humiliate Yusuf. 
Ayah 33ُ
VWَْأ -/YُAَْCZَ DOE;َ ِْفM4َْ> -\ِ8ِْ ۖ َوإC.َِإ DEَِ:#;ُAَْ$ 6-^Pِ -D.َِإ =V_ََأ /ُSْO9.ا O6َل رَبLَ 

bَِcYِ6Sَ.ْا /َOP /Zََُوأ -/dِْC.َِإ
He said, "My Lord, prison is more to my liking than that to which they invite 
me. And if You do not avert from me their plan, I might incline toward them 

and [thus] be of the ignorant."
12:33




Yusuf did not say anything to her; he made his ىEm5 (complaint) to Allah. 
This shows his patience. He did not address her in spite of her threats.
The women watching had a different agenda, they also desired Yusuf! They 
tried to attract his attention in different ways. 
A woman has several tools to attract a man towards her. These include 
body language, strong perfume, playing with their hair, saying sweet words.
The situation became more dire; all these women with knives, all desiring 
Yusuf. 
The Messenger of Allah *#+ ا- $#"! و .#/ said :

 6^="q fZr ;: ;s6 و^qو_! ر I7 نEm> 67 بfr6ن وأu"h(6 ا^:fh=+1 ا_fv ذاw: رةE$ أةfxا
1/180 :*rf(أو ا y<]Y(ا - z"sf=(وا z"nf=(ر: اbYx9}ري - اxث:اb<xد اEZ'7 Iq -اbF$ ا)fاوي:

6O^q6رr 67 أو I'} أو W"</ ث: [إ+69دهb<xا *m} y/&v]
The woman is awrah, so when she goes out, the shaitan seeks to tempt 
her. She is closest to the face of Allah when she remains in her home.

The shaitan beautifies the woman, which is one of the reasons Allah 
prescribed the hijab for women. Women have an effect on men, they can 
change their minds.
Women are very important in society; they are the base of society, its 
foundation. If a woman is righteous, she reforms the whole society. 
Yusuf now supplicates to Allah. He was not afraid, but wanted to save 
himself.
 ا�$=6Yم = ا)b"cZة + ا)aOZ + ا)b$6ء
is the creed, action and supplication ا$=6Yم

6r : he said ( Yusuf said )ل



;ّqرّب : ر : my Lord , the Reformer, Disposer of affairs, Nurturer, Owner
This shows y"qEqf(ا b"}E> , the oneness of all the actions of Allah 
Il'(ا : the prison
Gz}ُِأ : more beloved
D;(إ : to me
67 + I7 : 6Oّ7 : from what
;i + َنE$bd : ;9iE$bd : they are inviting me
This shows that all the woman from the city were trying to entice Yusuf
towards it : إ)"!

Yusuf suggested a solution to the problem straight away, to be sent to a 
particular prison. 
When you look back at his story, you realize Yusuf ا)'&م !"#$ always gets 
imprisoned in tight places: the well, the house of the Aziz, which was 
essentially a prison, because he was a slave; and now the actual prison.
Sometimes darknesses and difficult situations in life are a way to elevation. 
If you are patient, these tight situations become a bridge to salvation. To 
ask Allah for help is a shortcut. 
Yusuf ا)'&م !"#$ was finding it difficult to ignore the invitations of yh}6: 
(immorality) and adultery. He preferred going to prison to preserve his 
innocence, and to obey Allah by keeping away from forbidden acts.
Sinning is temporary pleasure and eternal torment. If you sin, and die in 
that state, without repenting, you will be punished. To insist on sinning, 
giving yourself excuses, is in itself a sin. Imagine the sin of disobeying 
IOٰ}ّf(ا, who only wants good for you. 

For 6مY=$ا�, you need to know Allah, believe in Him, rely on Him, love 
Him.



Yusuf ا)'&م !"#$ was a prophet, and he still did not feel self-sufficient. He 
knew he could not abstain from sinning without the help of Allah.
When making dua, show your helplessness to Allah.
When you see a sinner, don't feel secure. If you are arrogant, you will be 
put in the same situation as a test. Don't rely on your knowledge to save 
you.
To be continued next week in shaa Allah. 














